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Description

The function GetGUIstatus can be used in scripts to get the activation status of the IsoCorrector GUI (logical, FALSE for closed, TRUE for active). It is required if the GUI is to be started e.g. via a bash script without manually starting an R session.

Usage

GetGUIstatus()

Value

Returns the activation status of the IsoCorrector GUI. FALSE represents closed and TRUE represents active state. Returns NULL if GUI has not been started.

Examples

# this function is never called directly but BiocCheck() requires a runnable example.
status<-GetGUIstatus()

IsoCorrectionGUI

Graphical User Interface for IsoCorrector

Description

Graphical User Interface for IsoCorrector

Usage

IsoCorrectionGUI()

Value

Calls internal function to display IsoCorrector’s Graphical User Interface
IsoCorrectionGUI

Examples

IsoCorrectionGUI()
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